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 Like many other areas of industry the operation and management of businesses isࠉ
subject to much innovation by people operating in that field.  However many jurisdictions 
exclude innovation in business methods from patent protection.  This has led innovators 
in the field of business management to be at a disadvantage when compared to other 
technological fields in that their competitors can be free to copy their innovations and 
also that they are unable to licence their innovations easily.  
 Europe has traditionally been considered to be one of the jurisdictions where protectionࠉ
is difficult.  However, this has not stopped many companies from attempting to protect 
their business method innovations through the patent system.  They are generally taking 
one of two approaches.  The first is to accept that obtaining patent protection in Europe 
will be difficult and therefore simply filing directly in jurisdictions where protection is 
available, such as the United States. In a global environment where much business is 
conducted internationally this can be seen as creating enough of a barrier to infringement 
of IP rights to discourage competitors. As part of such a strategy some European 
corporations actually file in Europe and use this for claiming priority. The European 
application may never be granted, but publication and the pendency of the application for 
a number of years within the European system can lead to a deterrent effect, such that 
competitors will not to take the risk of potentially infringing an application which may 
possibly grant.  
 In a second approach, companies consider how their business method innovations areࠉ
being implemented.  In many cases methods are implemented on computer systems.  
Implementation on the computer system itself is often not sufficient.  However, if one 
looks into the detail of the operation of such systems, it can be possible to have a patent 
application which focuses on aspects which produce technical improvements which make 
the innovation capable of patent protection in Europe and elsewhere.  
 So, one should not dismiss the potential for obtaining patent protection on suchࠉ
innovations as knowledge of the patent system can enable protection to be sought. 
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